
Discover our enchanting archipelago in one day!

archipelagoarchipelago
day-tourday-tour

Exploring the Archipelago National Park for a day is an experience that fills the heart

with joy and wonder. When you set foot on the rugged trails amidst the lush greenery, a

sense of tranquility envelops you. The salty breeze caresses the face, carrying with it the

essence of the vast ocean that surrounds these scattered islands.

INCLUDED:

Charter boat to Konungsskär

Guiding and program with nature

guide

Lunch

Tasting menu at Restaurang Back

Pocket

NOT INCLUDED:
Travel to and from Korpoström

Travel insurance

Remember that the archipelago leaves an indelible mark on your heart already in one

day. Embark on this incredible journey and experience this unique paradise!

EXTRA SERVICES:
Transportation to and from Korpo

Accommodation
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? On the beautiful archipelago island Korpo, about 80 km from Turku. You can get

here easily by car, bus or bicycle.

Korpo is well connected to the mainland via two ferries that are free and

operate around the clock, all year round. During the summer with about 15 min.

intervals, in winter slightly less frequently.

GOOD TO KNOW
What do I need to

bring?

Duration

Group size

Language

Physical restrictions

For the trip, you should have proper wind and water resistant

clothing. Bring a hat for sunny days and your own water bottle.

One day

10-20 people

Swedish, Finnish and English

Some mobility is needed to move around Konungskär.

The journey begins at the jetty in Korpoström, where a charter boat is waiting to

take you out on a breathtaking adventure. We head towards the island of

Konungsskär in the Archipelago Sea National Park, where we are served lunch

made with local ingredients.

The journey culminates at Restaurant Back Pocket, where a world-class six-course

tasting menu is served.

After lunch, it's time to explore the island more closely. Under the guidance of a

nature guide, we move along the rugged nature path and get to learn more

about the National Park and the Unesco Biosphere area we are in. To finish, we

stop and take in the nearby archipelago with all our senses.


